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Production of cold, freshly pressed coconut oil 

Written by Arjen Schroevers, Monkey Training College Thailand. 

The following link describes the various production methods, it's quite extensive. 

http://healthimpactnews.com/2014/what-type-of-coconut-oil-is-best-how-to-choose-a-

coconut-oil/ 

There are some discussion on the naming of coconut oil, some people use  "Virgin" as used 

with olive oil, for coconuts this is not correct. Olive oil  uses this name for the oil that comes 

from the first pressing of the olives,  with coconut oil there is only one pressing. 

In short: Oil may be made from fresh coconuts and old, rotten coconuts. Almost all the oil 

that is for sale, is produced in the second way. The process is quite simple, you chop coconuts 

open with an axe, and let them dry 4-6 weeks in the sun. The meat will rot, water evaporates, 

the meat also shrinks which makes removal from the coconut very simple. This meat can then 

be easily squeezed, because the water has already evaporated you press your oil direct. The 

oil is not clear and it has an unpleasant odour as well as taste, by the use of steam, the oil is 

deodorized. 

 After this the oil is made clear with the aid of chemicals and filtration. This oil can be often  

recognized because in its solidified state (under 25 degrees) there are large crystals 

visible. All the oil that comes from non coconut-producing countries is made this way 

(USA). The crude oil is shipped, and refined in the country of production, then sold. This oil 

is usually called Virgin, and depending on the origin of the coconut even organic. 

You can also make oil from fresh coconuts, you press the fresh coconut meat to get your 

"milk" which has the oil dissolved in it. The trick is to separate the oil and water, oil is lighter 

than water so spinning  it works. When  you spin the "milk" you separate the oil, this oil is 

very nice and clean. This oil does not have a strong smell or taste.  

A second way is to boil the "milk", the oil obtained this way is brown and discoloured, this 

discoloration is removed with the use of chemicals and filtration. But because it has been hot, 

this oil is low quality.  

You can also have bacteria do the work via fermentation. If you have bacteria fermenting the 

"milk" for a day at about 45 degrees, the "milk" turns into a substance with three distinct 

layers: at the bottom you have an acidic water, above this clear oil then a layer of foam on top 

of the oil. Just as in the production of yoghurt, beer and wine, the bacteria to a large extent 

determines the quality and taste of the oil. 

The quality of the fermented oil is by far the best but the process is also the most difficult. 

Below are photos explaining how we produce our oil using the traditional method. 

After picking coconuts (we use monkeys for this, our oil is not vegan), the outer shell (the 

husk) of coconut must be removed, this is hard work. 

 

https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&prev=_t&sl=nl&tl=en&u=http://healthimpactnews.com/2014/what-type-of-coconut-oil-is-best-how-to-choose-a-coconut-oil/
https://translate.google.com/translate?hl=en&prev=_t&sl=nl&tl=en&u=http://healthimpactnews.com/2014/what-type-of-coconut-oil-is-best-how-to-choose-a-coconut-oil/
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Once the husk is removed (the coconut will look like it is sold the in supermarkets) we come to the 

next step. We need to remove the woody outside of the coconut. We have a machine for this: 
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After removing the woody outside we wash the coconut, remove with a knife the remains of the 

outer shell. We then cut the coconut in half and let it dry for about an hour in the sun. In this way 

we lose a lot of water.
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After this, the coconut is finely ground in another machine.
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Immediately after grinding, the coconut is pressed in a special hydraulic press. This produces 

a delicious milk which is widely used in Thai dishes but that's not our goal. 
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The milk is then kept for 2 days in a freezer where the temperature is set at approximately 10 

degrees. The seperated oil becomes solid and we can also dispose of a little water. This step 

only produces very little water and we are thinking of deleting it. 

Next we drop the temperature of the freezer so we can freeze the milk at -24 degrees. We 

noticed that the subsequent oil lasts much longer using this method. I have fitted manual 

thermostats in the freezer so we can manually set the temperature to whatever is needed. 

After 4 days of being frozen, we keep the milk 24 hours at 45 degrees. If the weather is nice it 

is sufficient to place the milk outside  the freezer. If the weather does not help we use a 

heater. 

 

The milk will now ferment and we get the three layers, the layer of acidic water, a layer of oil 

and a layer of foam. 

 

Fermentation just started. 
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Fermentation nearly finished. 
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Next we add water very slowly to the bottom of the buckets via a plastic tube so it slowly increases 

the water level and the oil rises up. When the bucket is about to overflow  we get a very  nice, clean 

and clear oil from a stainless steel tube set into the top section of the bucket. 
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There is also quite a lot of oil left in the foam so after this step the buckets go back in the 

fridge again. The layer of oil which is in the foam, then gets solid and can be easily removed 

from the water, these chunks we treat later. 

Sometimes, some flake foam comes with the oil so after this step the oil then goes through a 

very fine  filter with a diameter of 0.01mm. 
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As a small test, we connect the bottle to a vacuum pump, we can then see if there is water in 

the oil, if so, we use the oil ourselves. 
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Then it's time to bottle the oil and label it,  she is ready to sell!

 

 

 

 

Another important note: Under 25 ° C oil is solid, above 25 degrees it is liquid again. In order 

to make the oil liquid, just put it in a warm spot(even in your pocket) or just sit the bottle in 

warm water. PLEASE NOTE: The temperature of the oil must not exceed 48 ° C so do not 

put it in a microwave oven! 

For questions, contact the First Monkey Training School 

email: firstschoolformonkeys@gmail.com  

Monkey Training College 

24MOO4 Tambon Thungkong 

Amphoe Kanchanadit 

84290Surat-Thani 

Thailand 

+66 (0) 84 745 5662 (Thai and English) 

 

 


